Abstract-High-dimensional time series data need dimension-reduction strategies to improve the efficiency of computation and indexing. In this paper, we present a dimension-reduction framework for time series. Generally, recent data are much more interesting and significant for predicting future data than old ones. Our basic idea is to reduce to data dimensionality by keeping more detail on recent-pattern data and less detail on older data. We distinguish our work from other recent-biased dimensionreduction techniques by emphasizing on recent-pattern data and not just recent data. We experimentally evaluate our approach with synthetic data as well as real data. Experimental results show that our approach is accurate and effective as it outperforms other well-known techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
Time series is a sequence of time-stamped data points, which account for a large proportion of the data stored in today's scientific and financial databases. Examples of a time series include stock price, exchange rate, temperature, humidity, power consumption, and event logs. Time series are typically large and of high dimensionality. To improve the efficiency of computation and indexing, dimension-reduction techniques are needed for high-dimensional data. Among the most widely used techniques are PCA (also known as SVD), DFT, and DWT. Other recently proposed techniques are Landmarks [29] , PAA [21] , APCS [20] , PIP [15] , Major minima and maxima [13] , and Magnitude and shape approximation [27] . These techniques were developed to reduce the dimensionality of the time series by considering every part of a time series equally. In many applications such as the stock market, however, recent data are much more interesting and significant than old data, "recentbiased analysis" (the term originally coined by Zhao and Zhang [35] ) thus emerges. The recently proposed techniques include Tilt time frame [8] , Logarithmic tiltedtime window [16] , Pyramidal time frame [2] , SWAT [5] , Equi-segmented scheme [35] , and Vari-segmented scheme [35] .
Generally, a time series reflects the behavior of the data points (monitored event), which tends to repeat periodically and creates a pattern that alters over time due to countless factors. Hence the data that contains the recent pattern are more significant than just recent data and even more significant than older data. This change of behavioral pattern provides the key to our proposed framework in dimension reduction. Since the pattern changes over time, the most recent pattern is more significant than older ones. In this paper, we introduce a new recent-pattern biased dimension-reduction framework that gives more significance to the recent-pattern data (not just recent data) by keeping it with finer resolution, while older data is kept at coarser resolution. With our framework, the traditional dimension-reduction techniques such as SVD, DFT, DWT, Landmarks, PAA, APCS, PIP, Major minima and maxima, and Magnitude and shape approximation can be used. As many applications [1] [7] [10] [24] generate data streams (e.g., IP traffic streams, click streams, financial transactions, text streams at application level, sensor streams), we also show that it is simple to handle a dynamic data stream with our framework.
We distinguish this paper from other previously proposed recent-biased dimension-reduction techniques by the following contributions:
1) We develope a new framework for dimension reduction by keeping more detail on data that contains the most recent pattern and less detail on older data. 2) Within this framework, we also propose Hellinger distance-based algorithms for recent periodicity detection and recent-pattern interval detection.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
This section reviews traditional dimension reduction methods and briefly describes related work in the recentbiased dimension reduction.
A. Dimension Reduction
With advances in data collection and storage capabilities, the amount of the data that needs to be processed is increasing rapidly. To improve the efficiency of computation and indexing when dealing with high-dimensional time series or large datasets, dimension reduction is needed. The classical methods include PCA, DFT, and DWT:
PCA (Principal Component Analysis) [14] is a popular linear dimension-reduction technique that minimizes the mean square error of approximating the data. It is also known as the singular value decomposition (SVD), the Karhunen-Loeve transform, the Hotelling transform, and the empirical orthogonal function (EOF) method. PCA is an eigenvector-based multivariate analysis that seeks to reduce dimension of the data by transforming the original data to a few orthogonal linear combinations (the PCs) with the largest variance.
DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform) has been used for the dimensionality reduction [3] [31] [22] [9] by transforming the original time series (of length N ) without changing information content to the frequency domain representation and retaining a few low-frequency coefficients (p, where p < N) to reconstruct the series. Fast Fourier transform (FFT) is a popular algorithm to compute DFT with time complexity of O(N log N ).
DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform) is similar to DFT except that it transforms the time series into time/frequency domain and its basis function is not a sinusoid but generated by the mother wavelet. Haar wavelet [6] is one of the most widely used class of wavelets with time complexity of O(N ).
Other proposed techniques include Landmarks, PAA, APCS, PIP, Major minima and maxima, and Magnitude and shape approximation:
Landmark model has been proposed by Perng et al. [29] to reduce dimensionality of time series. The idea is to reduce the time series to the points (time, events) of greatest importance, namely "landmarks". The n-th order landmark of a curve is defined for the point whose n-th order derivative is zero. Hence local maxima and minima are first-order landmarks, and inflection points are second-order landmarks. Compared with DFT and DWT, landmark model retains all peaks and bottoms that normally filtered out by both DFT and DWT.
Keogh et al. [21] have proposed PAA (Piecewise Aggregate Approximation) as a dimension-reduction technique that reduces the time series to the mean values of the segmented equi-length sections. PAA has an advantage over DWT as it is independent of the length of the time series (DWT is only defined for sequences whose length is an integral power of two).
The concept of PAA has later been modified to improve the quality of approximation by Keogh et al. [20] who propose APCS (Adaptive Piecewise Constant Approximation) that allows segments to have arbitrary lengths. Hence two numbers are recorded for each segment; mean value and length. PIP (Perpetually Important Points) has been introduced by Fu et al. [15] to reduce dimensionality of the time series by replacing the time series with PIPs, which are defined as highly fluctuated points.
Fink et al. [13] have proposed a technique for fast compression and indexing of time series by keeping major minima and maxima and discarding other data points. The indexing is based on the notion of major inclines.
Ogras and Ferhatosmanoglu [27] have introduced a dimension-reduction technique that partitions the high dimensional vector space into orthogonal subspaces by taking into account both magnitude and shape information of the original vectors.
B. Recent-biased Dimension Reduction
Besides the global dimension reduction, in many applications such as stock prices, recent data are much more interesting and significant than old data. Thus, the dimension-reduction techniques that emphasize more on the recent data by keeping recent data with fine resolution and old data with coarse resolution have been proposed such as Tilt time frame, Logarithmic tilted-time window, Pyramidal time frame, SWAT, Equi-segmented scheme, and Vari-segmented scheme:
Tilt time frame has been introduced by Chen et al. [8] to minimize the amount of data to be kept in the memory or stored on the disks. In the tilt time frame, time is registered at different levels of granularity. The most recent time is registered at the finest granularity, while the more distant time is registered at coarser granularity. The level of coarseness depends on the application requirements.
Similar to the tilt time frame concept but with more space-efficient, Giannella et al. have proposed the logarithmic tilted-time window model [16] that partitions the time series into growing tilted-time window frames at an exponential rate of two e.g., 2, 4, 8, 16 , and so forth.
The concept of the pyramidal time frame has been introduced by Aggarwal et al. in [2] . With this technique, data are stored at different levels of granularity depending upon the recency, which follows a pyramidal pattern.
SWAT (Stream Summarization using Wavelet-based Approximation Tree) [5] has been proposed by Bulut and Singh to process queries over data streams that are biased towards the more recent values. SWAT is a Haar waveletbased scheme that keeps only a single coefficient at each level.
Zhao and Zhang have proposed the equi-segmented scheme and the vari-segmented scheme in [35] . The idea of the equi-segmented scheme is to divide the time series into equi-length segments and apply a dimension reduction technique to each segment, and keep more coefficients for recent data while fewer coefficients are kept for old data. Number of coefficients to be kept for each segment is set to N/2 i where N is the length of the time series and segment gets older with the increase of i. For the vari-segmented scheme, the time series is divided into variable length segments with larger segments for older data and smaller segments for more recent data (the length of segment i is set to 2 i ). The same number of coefficients are then kept for all segments after applying a dimension reduction technique to each segment.
III. RECENT-PATTERN BIASED DIMENSION-REDUCTION FRAMEWORK
Time series data analysis comprises methods that attempt either to understand the context of the data points or to make forecasts based on observations (data points). In many applications, recent data receive more attention than old ones. Generally, a time series reflects the behavior of the data points (monitored event), which tends to repeat periodically and creates a pattern that alters over time due to countless factors. Hence the data that contains recent pattern are more significant than just recent data and even more significant than older data. Typically, future behavior is more relevant to the recent behavior than older ones. Our main goal in this work is to reduce dimensionality of a time series with the basic idea of keeping data that contains recent pattern with high precision and older data with low precision. Since the change in behavior over time creates changes in the pattern and the periodicity rate, we thus need to detect the most recent periodicity rate, which will lead to identifying the most recent pattern. Hence a dimension reduction technique can then be applied. This section presents our novel framework for dimension reduction for time series data, which includes new algorithms for recent periodicity detection, recentpattern interval detection, and dimension reduction.
A. Recent Periodicity Detection
Unlike other periodicity detection techniques ( [4] , [11] , [12] , [19] , [23] , and [33] ) that attempt to detect the global periodicity rates, our focus here is to find the "most recent" periodicity rate of time series data. Let X denote a time series with N time-stamped data points, and x i be the value of the data at time-stamp i. The time series X can be represented as X = x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , ..., x N , where x 0 is the value of the most recent data point and x N is the value of the oldest data point. Let Φ(k) denote the recent-pattern periodicity likelihood (given by (1) ) that measures the likelihood of selected recent time segment (k) being the recent period of the time series, given that the time series X can be sliced into equal-length segments
where
is Hellinger distance [32] , which is widely used for estimating a distance (difference) between two probability measures (e.g., probability density functions (pdf), probability mass functions (pmf)). Hellinger distance between two probability measures A and B can be computed by (2) . A and B are M -tuple {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , ..., a M } and {b 1 , b 2 , b 3 , ..., b M } respectively, and satisfy a m ≥ 0, m a m = 1, b m ≥ 0, and m b m = 1. Hellinger distance of 0 implies that A = B whereas disjoint A and B yields the maximum distance of 1.
In our case,X The basic idea of this algorithm is to find the time segment (k) that has the maximum Φ(k), where k = 2, 3, ..., N/2 . If there is a tie, smaller k is chosen to favor shorter periodicity rates, which are more accurate than longer ones since they are more informative [12] . The detailed algorithm is given in Fig. 1 .
Return p as the recent periodicity rate; 
B. Recent-Pattern Interval Detection
After obtaining the recent periodicity rate p, our next step towards dimension reduction for a time series X is to detect the time interval that contains the most recent pattern. This interval is a multiple of p. We base our detection on the shape of the pattern and the amplitude of the pattern.
For the detection based on the shape of the pattern, we construct three Hellinger distance-based matrices to measure the differences within the time series as follows:
is the matrix whose elements are Hellinger distances between the pattern derived from the X p 0 to X p j−1 (X p 0→j−1 ), which can be simply computed as a mean time series over time segments 0 to j − 1 given by (4) , and the pattern captured within the time segment j (X p j ) as follows:
wherē
(4) Again, the hat on top of the variable indicates the normalized version of the variable.
is the matrix whose elements are Hellinger distance between the most recent pattern captured in the first time segment (X p 0 ) and the pattern occupied within the time segment j (X p j ) as follows:
r shape = ip; 5.
EXIT FOR LOOP 6.
END IF 7. END FOR 8. Return r shape as the recent-pattern interval based on the shape; Figure 2 . Algorithm for detecting the recent-pattern interval based on the shape of the pattern.
3)
is the matrix whose elements are Hellinger distance between the adjacent time segments as follows:
These three matrices provide the information on how much the behavior of the time series changes across all time segments. The matrix D To identify the recent-pattern interval based on the shape of the pattern, the basic idea here is to detect the first change of the pattern that occurs in the time series as we search across all the time segments X p j in an increasing order of j starting from j = 1 to N/p − 1. Several changes might have been detected as we search through entire time series, however our focus is to detect the most recent pattern. Therefore, if the first change is detected, the search is over. The change of pattern can be observed from the significant changes of these three matrices. The significant change is defined as follows. 
is said to make the significant change based on its shape.
With the detected significant changes in these distance matrices, the recent-pattern interval based on the shape of the pattern can be defined as follows. The detailed algorithm is given in Fig. 2 . malized version of the patterns in the time segments. Since normalization rescales the amplitude of the patterns, the patterns with similar shapes but significantly different amplitudes will not be detected (see an example illustrated in Fig. 4 ). To handle this shortcoming, we propose an algorithm to detect the recent-pattern interval based on the amplitude of the pattern. The basic idea is to detect the significant change in the amplitude across all time segments. To achieve this goal, let A i = [a(1), a(2), ..., a(i)] denote a matrix whose elements are mean amplitudes of the patterns of each time segment up to time segment i, which can be easily computed by (7) .
Similar to the previous case of distance matrices, the significant change in this amplitude matrix can be defined as follows.
Definition 4. If µ A i and σ A i is the mean and the standard deviation of
is said to make the significant change based on its amplitude.
Likewise, with the detected significant change in the amplitude matrix, the recent-pattern interval based on the amplitude of the pattern can be defined as follows. The detailed algorithm is given in Fig. 5 
END IF 7. END FOR 8. Return r amp as the recent-pattern interval based on the amplitude; Finally, the recent-pattern interval can be detected by considering both shape and amplitude of the pattern. Based on the above algorithms for detecting the interval of the most recent pattern based on the shape and the amplitude of the pattern, the final recent-pattern interval can be defined as follows. 
C. Dimension Reduction
Our main goal in this work is to reduce dimensionality of a time series. The basic idea is to keep more details for recent-pattern data, while older data kept at coarser level.
Based on the above idea, we propose a dimensionreduction scheme for time series data that applies a dimension reduction technique to each time segment and then keeps more coefficients for data that carries recentbehavior pattern and fewer coefficients for older data.
Let C i represent the number of coefficients retained for the time segment X p i . Since our goal is to keep more coefficients for the recent-pattern data and fewer coefficients for older data, a sigmoid function (given by (8) ) is generated and centered at R time units (where the change of behavior takes place).
The decay factor (α) is automatically tuned to change adaptively with the recent-pattern interval (R) by being set to α = p/R, such that a slower decay rate is applied to a longer R and vice versa. The number of coefficients for each time segment can be computed as the area under the sigmoid function over each time segment (given by (9)), so the value of C i is within the range [1, p] .
C i decreases according to the area under the sigmoid function across each time segment as i increases, hence
Several dimension reduction techniques can be used in our framework. Among the most widely popular techniques are DFT and DWT. For DFT, we keep the first C i coefficients that capture the low-frequency part of the time series for each time segment (some other techniques for selecting DFT coefficients such as selecting the largest C i coefficients to preserve the energy [26] or selecting the first largest C i coefficients [34] can also be applied here). For DWT, the number of coefficients can be computed by (9) and rounded to the closest integer v, where v = p 2 j and j = {0, 1, 2, ..., log 2 p}, i.e., v ∈ {p,
A larger v is chosen if there is a tie. Figure 6 . Recent-pattern biased dimension-reduction scheme for time series data. A time series is partitioned into equal-length segments of length p (recent periodicity rate) and more coefficients are taken for recent-pattern data and fewer coefficients are taken for older data based on the decay rate of a sigmoid function (f (t)). For this example, recentpattern interval (R) is assumed to be (i + 1)p.
With this scheme, a time series data can be reduced by keeping the more important portion of data (recentpattern data) with high precision and the less important data (old data) with low precision. As future behavior is generally more relevant to the recent behavior than old ); 5. r amp = AMP RPI(A N/p −1 ); 6. R = min(r shape , r amp ); 7. Place a sigmoid function f (t) at R; 8. FOR each segment i 9.
Coef s = apply dimension-reduction technique for segment i; 10.
Compute C i ; 11. z i = first C i Coef s; 12. END FOR 13. Z = {z 0 , z 1 , z 2 , ..., z N/p −1 }; /* Series of selected coefficients */ 14. Return Z as the reduced time series; ones, maintaining the old data at low detail levels might as well reduces the noise of the data, which would benefit predictive modeling. This scheme is shown in Fig. 6 , and the detailed algorithm is given in Fig. 7 .
Note that if no significant change of pattern is found in the time series, our proposed framework will work similarly to equi-segmented scheme as our R is initially set to N (by default, see Fig. 2, Fig. 5 and Definition 6). Hence the entire series is treated as a recent-pattern data, i.e., more coefficients are kept for recent data and fewer for older data according to (the left-hand side from the center of) the sigmoid function with decay factor α = p/R.
It is simple to handle dynamic data streams with our framework. When new data arrive, they are kept in a new segment X 
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
This section contains the experimental results to show the accuracy and effectiveness of our proposed algorithms. In our experiments, we exploit synthetic data as well as real data.
The synthetic data are used to inspect the accuracy of the proposed algorithms for detecting the recent periodicity rate and the recent-pattern interval. This experiment aims to estimate the ability of proposed algorithms in detecting p and R that are artificially embedded into the synthetic data at different levels of noise in the data (measured in terms of SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) in dB). For a synthetic time series with known p and R, our algorithms compute estimated periodicity rate (p) and recent-pattern interval (R) and compare with the actual p and R to see if the estimated values are matched to the actual values. We generate 100 different synthetic time series with different values of p and R. The error rate is then computed for each SNR level (0dB to 100dB) as the number of incorrect estimates (Miss) per total number of testing data, i.e. Miss/100. The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 9 . The error rate decreases with increasing SNR as expected. Our recent periodicity detection algorithm performs with no error above 61dB while our recentpattern interval detection algorithm performs perfectly above 64dB. Therefore, based on this experiment, our proposed algorithms are effective at SNR level above 64dB.
We implement our algorithms on three real time series data. The first data contains the number of phone calls (both made and received) on time-of-the-day scales on a monthly basis over a period of six months (January 7 th , 2008 to July 6 th , 2008) of a mobile phone user [30] . The second data contains a series of monthly water usage (ml/day) in London, Ontario, Canada from 1966 to 1988 [17] . The third data contains Quarterly S&P 500 index values taken from 1900-1996 [25] . Figure 10 shows a time series of a mobile phone usage with computed p = 24 and R = 3p = 72 based on our algorithms. Likewise, Fig. 11 shows a time series of a monthly water usage with computed p = 12 and R = 2p = 24. Similarly, Fig. 12 depicts a time series of quarterly S&P 500 index values during 1900-1996 with computed p = 14 and R = 3p = 42. Based on a visual inspection, one can clearly identify that the recent periodicity rates are 24, 12, and 14; and recent-pattern intervals are 3p, 2p, and 3p for Fig. 10, Fig. 11, and Fig. 12 , respectively, which shows the effectiveness of our algorithms. We implement our recent-pattern biased dimensionreduction algorithm on these three real time series data. Due to the space limitation, the experimental results are only illustrated with DFT and DWT as the dimensionreduction techniques. As the results, the 144-point mobile phone data has been reduced to 75 data points using DFT, which is 48% reduction, and reduced to 70 points using Haar DWT, which is 51% reduction. For the water usage data, since it has a relatively short recent-pattern interval compared to the length of its entire series thus we are able to reduce much more data. In fact, there are 276 data points of water usage data before the dimension reduction and only 46 data points are retained afterward by using DFT and 52 data points kept using DWT, which is 83% and 81% reduction, respectively. Likewise, for the S&P 500 data, we are able reduce 83% of data by keeping 66 DFT coefficients and 81% by keeping 72 DWT coefficients from the original data of length 378.
The reconstructed time series using DFT and DWT for mobile phone data, water usage data, and S&P 500 data are shown in Fig. 13(a) and (b) , Fig. 14(a) and (b) , and Fig. 15(a) and (b) , respectively. To compare the performance of our proposed framework with other recent-biased dimension-reduction techniques, a criterion is designed to measure the effectiveness of the algorithm after dimension reduction as following.
Definition 7. If X andX are the original and reconstructed time series, respectively, then the "recent-pattern biased error rate" is defined as
Err
where B is a recent-pattern biased vector (which is a sigmoid function in our case).
Definition 8. If X andX are the original and reconstructed time series, respectively and Err RP B (X,X) is the recent-pattern biased error rate, then the Reductionto-Error Ratio (RER) is defined as
We compare the performance of our recent-pattern biased dimension-reduction algorithm (RP-DFT/DWT) to equi-DFT/DWT, vari-DFT/DWT (with k = 8 [35] ), and SWAT as we apply these algorithms on the mobile phone, water usage, and S&P 500 data. Table 1 shows the values of percentage reduction, recent-pattern biased error rate, and RER for each algorithm based on DFT. It shows that SWAT has the highest reduction rates as well as the highest error rates in all three data. For the mobile phone data, the values of the percentage reduction are the same for our RP-DFT and equi-DFT because R is exactly a half of the time series hence the sigmoid function is placed at the half point of the time series (N/2) that makes it similar to equi-DFT (in which the number of coefficients is exponentially decreased). The error rate of our RP-DFT is however better than equi-DFT by keeping more coefficients particularly for the "recent-pattern data" and fewer for older data instead of keeping more coefficients for just recent data and fewer for older data. As a result, RP-DFT performs with the best RER among others. For the water usage data, even though RP-DFT has a higher error rate than equi-DFT, R is a relatively short portion with respect to the entire series thus RP-DFT is able to achieve much higher reduction rate, which results in a better RER and the best among others. For S&P 500 data, our RP-DFT is able to reduce more data than equi-DFT and vari-DFT with the lowest error rate, hence it has the highest RER.
Likewise, Table 2 shows the values of percentage reduction, recent-pattern biased error rate, and RER for each algorithm based on DWT. Similar to the results of the DFT-based algorithms, our proposed RP-DWT performs with the best RER among other algorithms in all three data. One may notice that the values of the percentage reduction are different from DFT-based algorithms. This is due to the rounding process of C i to the closest integer v (described in Section 3.3).
Furthermore, we perform additional experiments on 30 more real time series , which represent data in finance, health, chemistry, hydrology, industry, labour market, macro-economic, and physics. These data are publicly available at the "Time Series Data Library [18] ," which has been created by professor Rob J. Hyndman from Monash University. Our RP-DFT/DWT also show better performance than other techniques for all 30 time series data (the results are shown in the Appendix).
In addition to the results of the performance compar- ison on the real data, we generate 100 synthetic data to further evaluate our algorithm compared to the others. After applying each algorithm to these 100 different synthetic time series, Table 3 and Table 4 show the average values of percentage reduction, recent-pattern biased error rate, and RER for each algorithm based on DFT and DWT, respectively. These tables show that our proposed algorithm (both DFT-based and DWT-based) yields better RER than others. V. CONCLUSION Dimensionality reduction is an essential process of many high-dimensional data analysis. In this paper, we present a new recent-pattern biased dimension-reduction framework for time series data. With our framework, more details are kept for recent-pattern data, while older data are kept at coarser level. Unlike other recently proposed dimension reduction techniques for recent-biased time series analysis, our framework emphasizes on keeping the data that carries the most recent pattern, which is the most important data portion in the time series with a high resolution while retaining older data with a lower resolution. We show that several dimension-reduction techniques such DFT and DWT can be used with our framework. Moreover, we also show that it is simple and efficient to handle dynamic data streams with our framework. Our experiments on synthetic data as well as real data demonstrate that our proposed framework is very efficient and it outperforms other well-known recentbiased dimension reduction techniques. As our future directions, we will continue to examine various aspects of our framework to improve its performance.
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APPENDIX ADDITIONAL RESULT FOR PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
The following are the additional results for performance comparison of our proposed method (RP-DFT/DWT) with equi-DFT/DWT, vari-DFT/DWT, and SWAT; using 30 different real time series, which represent data in finance, health, chemistry, hydrology, industry, labour market, macro-economic, and physics. These time series data were taken from the "Time Series Data Library [18] ,". Tables V and VI show the results based on DFT and  DWT, respectively where Table VII gives brief description of these data. Our proposed framework shows better performance than other techniques for all 30 time series data. Data Brief Description [18] 
